Designing engagement
Introduction
The game enables a team planning an engagement programme to work through what methods may be appropriate in different situations, depending on the
stakeholders and the level of engagement on offer. It can be used to co-design a programme with key interests.
The game can be played from two angles, which may be combined:

Method Cards

• Programme planning: designing an overall programme, and testing how robust it is in the face of various challenges.
• Stakeholder storyboarding: imagining how different stakeholders may respond to the engagement opportunities on offer.
The game uses deliberately low-tech tools:

• Sets of cards or lists describing typical engagement methods, stakeholders, and crises or opportunities that may arise
• Timeline story sheets on which to record what may happen to the stakeholders, or the overall programme.
Play of the game
Participants work in teams of 3-6, and start by sharing their understanding of the scenario under discussion - the general makeup, current problems and opportunities, and any agreed priorities for action. In addition, they map the stakeholders, and the purpose of the programme including the level of engagement.
The programme planning angle.

• Phase one: Teams review the method cards, and choose a sub-set to meet the needs of the scenario. A budget means not all methods can be chosen.
• Phase two: The teams then use a timeline sheet to tell the story of the way that the programme may develop. The game organisers may throw in crisis or
opportunity cards which the team has to deal with... problems in the partnerships, with funding, Press, users. Or more positive programme events.

The storyboarding angle

Story Sheet
Name:! Jackson (1)!

Digital Challenge Game

Character Development Storyline
Now
Drops into the settlement to check
emails. Looking for more gigs. Trawling local pubs
He hears about a multi-media project
and a band member gets some multimedia training and learns about mixing video and audio discs

Location:! Barton Hill, Bristol

Year 1
Got some advice from small business
online about developing list of gigs
Still using community access

Age: Not Given!

Year 2

Year 3

Sets up a website to promote his band,
he's hiring equipment i.e. lights and
backdrops. Doing part time work via
job search online. Gets his girl friend
pregnant

He has to hire his equipment. His girl
friend has given him a choice - it's her
and the baby or gigging - so he decides he needs to concentrate on serious job search

MUGGED!

He secures some work in a warehouse
but needs to use a computer

He gets mugged one night after a gig.
He loses his guitar

He takes advantage of the e-learning
and wireless networks to improve his
skills.

Year3+
Continues to work in the warehouse
earning some decent money and doing the odd gig
Now he has access at home he starts
uploading his tracks online and starts
to get more work as a result. Jackson
and his mate, using their combined
skills, produce a music video through
digital television

(Note: words in capitals denote a crisis or opportunity card)
Workshop: Bristol Digital Challenge Group!

Location: Barton Hill Community Centre, Bristol!

Date:

• Phase one: Teams choose a sub-set of project cards to meet the needs of the scenario (or work with cards previously chosen during project planning). If a
programme is already under development, and decisions made, a set of cards may be chosen to reflect this.

• Phase two: Teams split into groups of around 3, and each group chooses one or more stakeholders from the stakeholder set. They then use a timeline sheet
to describe how stakeholders respond to methods on offer. Organisers may feed in crises and opportunities that the stakeholders will have to deal with.

Results
At the end of the session the players examine the programme timeline or the storyboards for stakeholders and discuss the issues that have emerged from the
story and the relevance that these might have for the real life proposals.
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